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About This Game

Momo is a horror game based on the history of the message user "momo", in the game, you will be a guy that contacts momo by
message, and now he will be pursued by the monster of momo.

You will have to complete some tasks before get rescued, like search things.
The objetive is to survive until the timer reachs 00:00 then, the police will arrive and you would able to escape.

As soon as you get home. He's starting to spoil things. Like electronic appliances.
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Title: The Momo Game
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Caffeine
Publisher:
Cheesecake
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or better

Storage: 1600 MB available space

English
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Its a simple game made by some Autistic Kids (its cringe af).
11/10 rating.
Go buy it. It is worth the 3$.. This game is REALLY short! Steam tells me I\u2019ve been playing for 13 minutes and
that\u2019s how long it took me to finish the game. And I even had to restart once since my flashlight got lost (glitched outside
of the play area).

During my short gameplay I experienced a couple of jumpscares, claustrophobic moments, and some pretty basic puzzles. And
it was delivered with an excellent use of roomscale. I loved it!

I do not recommend buying this for the full price of 4 dollars. However, if you\u2019re buying The Cabin (a much better game
from the same developer) you\u2019ll get this one pretty cheap in the bundle.. I'm mixed about this game. It's really, really
short. This isn't a negative, just saying, you can play this on a 1hr flight, kinda nice. The graphics were pleasant, and the camera
controls were hot garbage. It would been nice to soar up without the camera flipping around and loosing its
collective♥♥♥♥♥♥ The point of the game is that you're a bird, and you collect things for your nest while a country undergoes
regime change. The conversations/actions around you is kinda...irrelevant? Because, you're a bird. And nothing you do impacts
the world, you just are there. I enjoy that aspect of the game, but really, really wish it had been better fleshed out. Wayyyy to
short and the overall sub-action (regime change) wasn't really that enthralling.. I didn't played the game much but so far I can tell
that the voice acting in English is simply terrible, specially the one of our protagonist.
The dramatic moments are terribly portrayed and they seem like a joke. I didn't tried the german voices but im sure they are
better than the english ones (wished the game had russian voices for more realism though). The animations of the characters are
terrible too.
I may refund depending on how bad this continues, so far it looks interesting...but that's it.
If you are looking for buying it, check it out its interesting (as a point and click adventure that looks from 2004 and has a
deficent plot can be) but have in mind that you may end up asking for a refund.
. I bough this game with coupon and it's worth the money :)

+Trading cards. Fun and challenging with clear goals and a palpable sense of tension as time and rescources rapidly dwindle.
Two jumps to target and three minutes of O2 remaining, mining drill overheats and breaks while I'm distracted scanning for
fuel. "Stupid! Stupid! Now I'm dead..." Only 180 seconds to bring the probe back, replace the drill assembly, send it back to get
fuel and pray the next jump isn't death. I never fake assembled anything so fast in my life. Still died and have yet to win, but it is
great!. It's definitely worth buying, especially because of the price.. Game was abandoned by the developers right after it's
release.
Easy 10 bugs for the developers.Don't buy.. Way too buggy. I suggest getting the console versions to fully enjoy this game.
Thank Valve for refunds.
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I'm bad and cant get to A7, fml no Demonspawn 4 me.. Very annoying. I wanted a fun farming game which this is not. Soldier
part ruined it for me.. Starts as a standard tower defense. Ideal number of units, towers and upgrades.
Additionally there is a battle mode, when you can set up your wave while still must do the tower defense thing.
Very well balanced. Fun for a 7-10 hours.
Not really uses the VR capabilities, but controls are fine and easy.

Recommended!. awsome game irelly like it and im happy if you do to
. What an anticlimax. Was a very dull expeirence. Clearly trying to be sophisticated and stylish but the main character is not
compelling enough. Also the dreadful ending. Why on earth did they use that 'stock' girls scream?? With all the care and effort
in the production they spoilt it with that? At least make her sound like she is seriously suffering with gasp's for a quick death.
Take a look at the original Alien film for inspiration on the sounds of death. In fact take a look at Alien period on how fear
should be part of the eccence of this tosh.
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